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Overview
• Link to previous and current projects
• Theoretical considerations
• Data and methodology
• Analysis and conclusions (so far)
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Linguistic innovators:                                        
The English of adolescents in London (2004–
7)
Multicultural London English:                    
The emergence, acquisition and diffusion            
of a new variety (2007–10)
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Why study London English?
• London as the centre of linguistic innovation in 
British English
– Diffusion of linguistic features from inner to outer 
London and beyond
• London as a multicultural city
– High level of dialect and language contact
Theoretical background
• Variation in the use of indefinite article in …
– British English dialects
– Child language 
– Contact varieties
– L2 varieties
Lack of a/an alternation 
in British English dialects
• Wright (1905:71):                                            
‘very few dialects follow the rule of the literary 
language according to which an is used before a 
vowel’.
• Shorrocks (1999:45) on the Bolton dialect:      
‘the indefinite article is pronounced /ө/ or /өn/ 
before vowels and diphthongs’.
• Wagner (2008:418) on dialects in Southwest 
England:                                                        
‘the indefinite article often occurs as a before 
vowels’.
Survey of English Dialects
• One response: ‘a/an April fool’
• ‘a April fool’ is more frequent than ‘an April fool’
in localities in:
– The East Midland counties; 
– Somerset (the rest of the Southern counties have not 
recorded the article or it was undetected); 
– The West Midland counties; 
– The Northern counties
• So basically everywhere!
Lack of a/an alternation in child language
• Newton and Wells (1999)
• Percentage of ‘adult’ examples increased from 
just below 30 at the age of 3 to 80 at the age of 7 
• The development follows very much that of the 
definite article and other morphology
a/an in African American 
Vernacular English (AAVE)
• Labov (1972) Language in the inner city:
• ‘He is a expert’
• ‘Bell mother got a old beat-up boot’
a/an in L2 varieties of English
• Seliger (1979)
• Studied a/an alternation among young L2 
speakers of English (younger than 13 and adult 
learners)
• Preference for a in both vowel and consonant 
environments, but used an more frequently with 
increased age 
Tower Hamlets (Fox, 2007) (1)
• Tower Hamlets (London borough just South of Hackney)
• 39 speakers
• Age: 12-17
• 9 girls (all of White British origin)
• 30 boys (11 White British, 17 Bangladeshi, 2 mixed)
• Small sample: 94 indefinite article tokens in pre-vocalic 
position
• Before vowels: 
– an: 65% 
– a:  35%
Tower Hamlets (Fox, 2007) (2)
• Use of a
– Bangladeshi boys: 75%
– Mixed race White/Afro-Caribbean boys: 35%
– White boys: 15%
– Boys: 44%
– Girls:    5%
Friendship groups in Tower Hamlets
Research questions and hypotheses
• What variables are good predictors of use?
• Effect of phonological context?
• Non-Anglo boys in Hackney will be the 
highest users.
• A person with a multicultural friendship group 
will use a before vowels more often.
Data
• Corpus of approx. 1.4 million words, transcribed 
orthographically.
• 117 speakers:
– L1 = English
– Some bilingual
• 1,241 tokens
• Five variables:
– Sex: female (53), male (64)
– Age: old=70+ (18), young=16-18 (99)
– Ethnicity: Anglo (77), non-Anglo (40)
– Residence: Hackney (58), Havering (59)
– Network (only ‘young’):    1 (16), 2 (9), 3 (19), 4 (25), 5 (15)
Methodology (1)
• Concordance analysis and annotation of a and 
an (sorted at R1, R2, R3) to identify (and
count):
– instances of ‘indefinite article + adjective/noun’
(continuous or discontinuous)
– speaker identity of ‘a + vowel’ users

Annotation examples
 a ermHesitation / fillers
ExampleCategory
 a orse
 … you can't say a aeroplane you have 
to say an aeroplane
Humorous or 
metalinguistic 
uses of ‘a + 
vowel’
 Sue: mm what's /[Fatima: I liked my a]/
your favourite subject at school
Backchannel 
interruption
 … you know what I mean it’s a. you 
might live in Clapton and you …
Unfinished 
utterances
 have you got a an extended family?
 it would go like a like two years
Self-correction
 a a bookRepetition
 to have a a at leasta is not an article
Methodology (2)
• Tabulation of speaker information:
– user / non-user
– tokens and types
– variable values
• Manual calculation of frequencies and cross-tabulations.
Methodology (3)
• Metrics
– tokens / speakers  (density)
– users / speakers    (spread)
– Rough indicator:    density x spread   (preference)
57.3%1.5618267117Total
56.6%1.18633053Female
57.8%1.861193764Male
SpreadDensityTokensUsersSpeakers
Low predictive utility
• Phonological context
– No pattern emerged from the examination of use with a and an.
– Analysis was in terms of phonemes not actual phones.
• Network score
– Correlation of network scores to usage preference symptomatic 
of the very strong correlation between usage and ethnicity. 
– High network multi-ethnicity not a good predictor overall.
However
– Network score good predictor of use among Anglo speakers.
Network score (1)
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Network score
Average network score 
of users almost 40% 
higher than that of non-
users.
But
Difference of the users’
network score from 
average is about 50% 
smaller than that of non-
users.
Network score (2)
The seeming correlation between network scores and use is 
probably due to the correlation between network score and ethnicity 
(AA=2.75; NA=4.48).
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Indefinite article use: tokens
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Use in terms of individual variables
Interaction of density and spread
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Comments
• Unlikely that clusters have formed by chance.
• Typical user profile:                
[NON-ANGLO] [YOUNG] [MALE] [HACKNEY RESIDENT]
• [NON-ANGLO] and [HACKNEY RESIDENT] much 
stronger predictors than [YOUNG] and [MALE] .
• [OLD] seems to be a stronger predictor of non-use 
than [YOUNG] is a predictor of use.
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Most frequent values in combinations 
with above-average density and spread
33%62Female
50%63Young
50%63Male
67%64Hackney 
80%5*4Non-Anglo
% of possible 
combinations
Possible 
combinations
Freq. in 
pairsGroup
* There are no old non-Anglo speakers in the sample.
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Comments and conclusions
• Ethnicity and residence stronger predictors than age and 
sex.
• Sequence of predictive utility:    
ETHNICITY > RESIDENCE > AGE > SEX
• Network score not a dependable predictor overall.
• No discernible phonological patterns.
• The analysis assumed that all corpus speakers produced 
the same or similar number of words.
• The analysis in terms of number of words per speaker 
may reveal different patterns of use. 
